The paper is concerned with the free boundary problem of a semi-infinite body of arbitrarily prescribed initial temperature, subject to a mixed or radiation boundary condition at its face. The analytically exact solutions of temperature of both phases and the interfacial position are established in series of time and functions of the error integral family. Convergence of these series solutions is studied and proved. A few remarks on the solutions and their simplifications are then offered. A discussion on the analyticity of the solutions is also given. The paper concludes with an illustrative example, the so-called one-phase problem.
Introduction.
There are many physical problems in which a diffusive process is accompanied by a change of phase of the material. The main feature of these problems is the existence of a moving surface of separation between the two phases. This moving surface of separation is a free surface which is not known a priori and depends upon the states and properties of the two phases of the material. These problems are usually known as the Stefan problems or free boundary problems. A representative example of these problems is the melting or freezing of an ice-water combination.
Free boundary problems have been studied since the nineteenth century by Lame and Clapeyron in 1831, Neumann in the 1860s and Stefan in 1889. They all considered the problem of a semi-infinite body of a constant temperature which is brought in contact with a different temperature at its face. The exact solution of this free boundary problem was established by Neumann [1] . Since then, seeking solutions of free boundary problems has been the subject of investigations by many researchers using various mathematical methods and techniques. These solutions have been discussed and summarized in several books [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] and many survey papers [7] [8] [9] [10] in various scientific and engineering areas. However, the only known exact solutions are still those of Neumann and some of their extensions and variations. All these solutions are expressed in terms of the similarity variable x/t1'2. This means that the partial differential equations are reducible to ordinary differential equations. This reduction to ordinary differential equations is possible only when the domain is semi-infinite and the initial and boundary conditions are of some special forms; it fails to be possible when the boundary condition of constant temperature is replaced by a constant flux at its face. Establishment of exact solutions of free boundary problems other than those by similarity transforms has been attempted by many researchers.
Two analytically exact solutions of free boundary problems have been established, very recently, by Tao [11, 12] . One solution is for the Neumann problem with arbitrarily prescribed initial and boundary temperature and the other for the same problem but with arbitrarily prescribed heat flux at its face. Besides these two boundary value problems, there is a third problem with mixed or radiation boundary condition. It is the purpose of this paper to discuss the solutions of the third problem, i.e., to establish an exact solution of the classical free boundary problem of a semi-infinite body of arbitrarily prescribed initial temperature, subject to an arbitrarily prescribed radiation boundary condition at its face.
In Rubinstein's monograph The Stefan problem [4] there is a chapter on still unsolved problems. One of these problems is concerned with the analyticity of the interfacial boundary. The importance of establishing the analyticity of the interfacial boundary is undeniable. He remarks that this problem is nontrivial. From the exact solution of the present study, the analyticity of the interfacial boundary can be directly confirmed. When the boundary and initial conditions are analytic functions, the interfacial boundary is analytic in t1/2.
In the next section we first derive an analytically exact solution to the above-mentioned problem in series of functions in the error integral family and time t. Convergence of these series solutions is then considered and proved in Sec. 3. The solution of this third problem is somewhat more involved than those of the other two problems. In the form of the solution established, it is not possible to include either one of the first two problems as a special case. A few remarks on the solutions and their simplifications are given in Sec. 4 . In addition, Sec. 4 includes a discussion on the analyticity of the interfacial boundary and the temperature solutions. For illustrative purposes, we conclude the paper with an application of the solution to the so-called one-phase problem.
2. Mathematical solutions. Consider a material of constant properties in a semiinfinite region, x > 0, with an arbitrary initial temperature V(x). At its face x = 0, it is subject to a mixed or radiation boundary condition
Due to this change of the temperature at x = 0, a new phase of material starts to appear. Let the two phases of the material, new and original, be designated by subscripts I and II, respectively. Then the complete set of equations of this free boundary problem is
The sign in the heat-balance equation depends upon whether there is a liberation or absorption of heat during the phase change.
The problem is to seek the temperature T, and Tn and the position of the interface s(t).
To be specific, let us consider the solidification problem. Then the original phase is a liquid with an initial temperature V(x), above or equal to the freezing temperature T, . Solidification will occur only when the environmental temperature U(t) is below T,. If the environmental temperature U(t) at t = 0 is taken as the reference temperature, then t/(0) = 0. Also, we assume that U(t) and V{x) are analytic functions of their respective argument in their own domain. This means that they are expressible in the form of power series
Before we seek the solutions of this free boundary problem, let us first recall some identities of functions in the error integral family [11, 12] :
where \n/2\ stands for the largest integer of n/2. For future convenience, we introduce
3)
We may notice that G"(£) is a polynomial of order n. These polynomials are closely related to the so-called heat polynomials [13] , It may also be noted that all three functions are undefined at t = 0, but their products with (4at)n/2 have a definite limit
Some other mathematical properties of these functions are given in f 11, 12] and will not be repeated here. Now we are able to express the solutions of T, and T,, in the form of
where T?' = Z un (4/)"C2nfe),
and £/ = x/(4ait)1'2. It is readily seen that every term in the above equations is a solution of its respective diffusion equation. Furthermore, they satisfy their proper boundary and initial condition. At x = 0,
Here we have used = Fn(0) = 0. As t -> 0, The coefficients an , bn and cn can now be determined by matching the powers of r, after all functions have been expanded in power series of r. However, we prefer to differentiate the interface equations successively with respect to r and evaluate them at r = 0. Also, to circumvent terms of negative powers of r in the heat-balance equation, we differentiate this equation after it is multiplied by r. This is permissible since these equations are valid for all time. To determine the other coefficients, we use a general formula for the material time derivative of an arbitrary order [14] , Let / = f(x, t) and x = x(t)\ then This formula is a generalization of Faa de Bruno's formula for the derivative of a function of a function [15] . Using this formula, we find D» [(2r)n Gn(Vl,)]T=o = 2" N\ Z~"n (,") G"_m(i;")|T=0 From this set of algebraic equations, we may determine, starting from A = 1 step by step, the coefficients an , bn and c" .
Convergence.
In the preceding section we have formally established the solutions of the free boundary problem with a radiation boundary condition. It is the purpose of this section to consider the convergence of the solutions. Though there are many existence and uniqueness proofs [4, [16] [17] [18] , a direct proof of the convergence of the series solutions is necessary to complete the present study. To this end, let us adopt an order of magnitude approach analogous to that used by Widder [13] for problems of the heat equation without moving boundaries. This method is also used in [11, 12] , but the present one is an improved version.
Let Using (3.1) and (3.2), we have
where Mj is a constant independent of n. This is a geometric series. It implies that the given series converges absolutely, and hence T, is bounded for all £ < £0, and t < t0 • Since the series is majorized by a convergent series with constant terms, its convergence is also uniform. From (2.7) we have X bn (4tof'2 in erfc |0
converges for t0 > 0. With 4) and 0 < i" erfc £ < erfc £0, x > s0 and t < t0, we conclude that
This establishes the boundedness of Tn . 
Remarks.
In the preceding sections we have established an analytically exact solution to the free boundary problem of a semi-infinite body with an arbitrarily prescribed radiation boundary condition at its face and an arbitrary initial condition. The solution is applicable only when the heat transfer coefficient is finite and positive. When h = 0, the given problem is reduced to that with an insulated face at x = 0, which will have no phase change. On the other hand, as h -> °°, T,[2) of (2.6) is unbounded; the solution is meaningless. If it is necessary to accommodate the case of h -> c°, the solution of T\2) must be modified. The determination of the coefficients will be more involved and complicated. In view of the fact that the solutions of free boundary problems with either prescribed temperature or prescribed flux have been found [11, 12] , we will not pursue these limiting cases further.
If the initial temperature V(x) has the value V{0) = v0 = T,, we may readily see that b0 = c0 = 0 from (2.10). Then the solution of s(t) would be of the order of t, instead of r1/2, as t -»0. If, in addition to K(0) = T,, the initial temperature V{x) contains only even powers of x, then the solutions are expressible in power series of t, instead of r1/2, i.e. Here we have used EIn(tj) = G2"(£) and F2n+i(£) = (?2n+i(f)-Parallel to the previous derivations, with the exception that the heat balance equation is not multiplied by t1'2, we obtain a0 = 7} , c, = hk, Tr/2pla1/2, ■ t unAlNn( 1)+ t a2n M!n(l) + hctt1'2 AlNn+l(\)] = 0, 1 0
• t "2nAlNn(a)+ t b2n Bt'Kw) = 0,
This is the required result.
From the solutions established in this paper the question of the analyticity of the solutions can be answered. It is readily seen from (2.8) that when the boundary and initial conditions of the problem are analytic functions, the interfacial boundary is analytic in tl/2. Also since the terms of tn/2Gn(£) and others of (2.7) are defined for all finite x > 0 and 0 < / < t0 < oo, the temperature solutions are analytic functions of x and t1'2. Moreover, when K(0) = Tf and V{x) contains only even powers of x, the interfacial boundary is analytic in t, i.e., a power series of I. The corresponding solutions of the temperature are analytic functions of x and t.
5. An illustrative example. We intend now to apply the result to the case of a liquid which is initially at Tr and subject to a radiation condition ST,/ dx -hTi -0 at x = 0. This is the so-called one-phase problem; the temperature T,, is identically equal to Tf. Since the material properties of phase II are not involved, the subscript I for all material constants will, hereafter, be omitted.
In this problem, only the coefficients a2n and c2n+1 need be determined. We first calculate A22n{\) and /122^+i (1) A result of only the first two terms has previously been found by a double series expansion in [2] ,
